The GTU Central techfest in Gujarat is one of the largest and prestigious technological festival at Gujarat. Every year it attracts more than 20000+ students from all over the India providing them an opportunity to their technical as well as pragmatic skills and to represent all these infront of society. GTU is organizing Central techfest every year to promote the technical skills, innovations, start-ups of the students of the various discipline.

Gujarat Technological University is organizing **Central TechFest-2020 (Engineering Events Only)** on 19th and 20th March, 2020 which is to be held at Gujarat technological University chandkheda campus.

**To Participate in Central techfest-2020 Click here:** https://techfest.gtu.ac.in/

1. The students of GTU affiliated colleges (Architecture & Planning, Engineering) and any other colleges/institutes can participate.

2. GTU affiliated colleges don’t have to schedule any Exam/internal viva/presentation/events in the week of this TechFest so that our students can freely participate in it.

3. For BE students, this TechFest is an opportunity to earn the points as per our circular: http://files.gtu.ac.in/circulars/15DEC/16122015_01.pdf

We must have to encourage students for this purpose.

s/d
Registrar